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We present an eﬃcient method that restores signals from strongly noised blurred discrete
data. The method can be characterized as a regularized matching pursuit (MP), where
dictionaries consist of spline wavelet packets and their sampled convolutions with the
blurring kernel. It combines ideas from spline theory, wavelet analysis and greedy
algorithms. A uniﬁed computational engine, which enables to construct versatile libraries
of spline wavelet packet dictionaries and eﬃcient implementation of the algorithm, is the
Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA). SHA imposes harmonic analysis methodology onto spline
spaces. It is especially applicable to convolution operations. The use of splines enables
to map the discrete noised data into spaces of continuous functions, which approximate
the sought-after solution in the proper smoothed class. The main distinction from the
conventional MP is that different dictionaries are used to test the data and to approximate
the solution. In addition, the oblique projections of data onto dictionary elements are used
instead of orthogonal projections, which are used in the conventional MP. The slopes of
the projections and the stopping rule for the algorithm are determined automatically.
Experimental results exhibit a high eﬃcient algorithm. The coherent structure of the
signals, which were subjected to the strong blurring and immersed into deep noise, were
extracted.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Deconvolution extracts a signal from undesired convolution. Theoretically, it is the solution f of an integral equation
g(x) =
∞∫
−∞
h(x− y) f (y)dy = H f ,
and of similar equations in several dimensions, where the data function g and the kernel h are known. For example, sources
of an unwanted convolution effect can be the measurement of a signal by an instrument, transmission of the signal through
a channel, image blurring, echoes in telephone calls, penetration of seismic signals through the earth thickness, to name
a few. Thus, deconvolution algorithms are needed in many scientiﬁc and engineering disciplines including image process-
ing, seismic processing, spectroscopy, geophysics, chromatography, communication theory, tomography, remote sensing, 3D
deconvolution microscopy [7,28,29].
The convolved signal, which is measured in a discrete set of points and errors (noise), is inevitable. The straightforward
inversion of the convolution operator H leads to a strong ampliﬁcation of the error component. Therefore, deconvolution is
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Starting from the classical work by Wiener [31], a number of approaches have been suggested to overcome the instability of
the solutions [30]. Recently, wavelet based methods were used [13,11,14]. Many eﬃcient deconvolution algorithms are based
on the Tikhonov regularization method [25,26] and related schemes [20,16], where the solutions stabilization is achieved
by quadratic constrains. For example, regularized locally adaptive kernel regression was presented in [24]. Non-quadratic
constrains, which result in the solutions sparsity, are investigated in [9]. Wavelets and regularization methods, which are
based on the Fourier transform, were combined in [10,19,27,8].
The Fourier transform is widely used in convolution problems. The reason is that exponential functions, which form
a basis for the transform, are the eigenfunctions of the convolution operator. However, in signal processing applications,
some gap exists between continuous convolution that physical devices produce and the discreteness of the available data.
Spline functions enable to bridge this gap by mapping the discrete data into spaces of smooth functions [2]. An additional
advantage for using splines for deconvolution application lies in their abilities to effectively control the smoothness of the
solution.
We propose a spline-based scheme for solving the convolution equation. The scheme modiﬁes the matching pursuit
(MP) algorithm [18,12,21]. The MP is a greedy algorithm, which performs successive approximation of a signal by iteratively
testing the available data by elements from a redundant dictionary of waveforms. Our dictionaries consist of spline wavelet
packets. Due to the great variability of shapes and frequency contents of these wavelet packets, they may serve as universal
building blocks to approximate various functions. In addition, they are well compatible with the convolution operator.
The computational engine, which enables us to design the dictionaries and to eﬃciently implement the algorithms, is the
so-called Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA). Originally, this technique was presented in its ﬁnal form in [36] but some of its
components were exposed in [33,22,34]. It relies on orthogonal bases in spline spaces whose properties are similar to Fourier
harmonics properties. In particular, the splines, which form the bases, are, in some generalized sense, the eigenfunctions of
the convolution operator. Thus, these bases yield an appropriate environment for solving convolution-related problems with
discrete input data [2,35]. The usage of these bases provides explicit solutions and tools to ﬂexibly control their properties.
In addition, this harmonic analysis may serve as a framework for the construction of wavelet transforms in spline spaces
[36,37,1]. Using the technique described in [36], we constructed the dictionaries consisting of spline wavelet packets of
arbitrary orders, which our MP algorithm is based on.
In this paper, we present the Regularized MP (RMP) algorithm that combines MP, which uses the spline wavelet packets
dictionaries, with a regularization methodology.
The innovations in our method are:
Dictionaries: RMP uses a pair of dictionaries: one, continuous, is used to approximate the solution. It consists of transla-
tions of spline wavelet packets. The other, discrete, is used for testing the data. It consists of wavelet packets that
are convolved with a kernel, which are sampled on a grid.
Computational engine: Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA) whose basic operation is the fast Fourier transform (FFT). It is
important that the application of the FFT to the data is implemented only at the ﬁrst iteration. At subsequent
iterations, the correlation coeﬃcients are updated without resorting to FFT. When the iterations are stopped, the
inverse FFT is applied to obtain an explicit time domain representation of the solution. Such a scheme allows to
operate on large data arrays that are common in multidimensional cases.
Regularization: The orthogonal projection of the data vectors onto the testing dictionary elements, as it is common in MP,
may result in solution instability. To avoid this, we use oblique projections, where the slopes for each dictionary
element are determined automatically from the data during the iterative process.
Stopping rule: Relative contributions of the coherent signal and the noise into the input data are automatically evaluated
during the iterative process. When the noise contribution in the iterative process becomes overwhelming, the
algorithm is halted.
This approach proved to be eﬃcient for strongly noised blurred 1D signals. A slight modiﬁcation turns the proposed decon-
volution algorithm into a powerful denoising algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a preliminary information on the conventional MP and short outline
of SHA. In Section 3, spline wavelet packets are constructed. Section 4 describes the RMP algorithm. A few experimental
results are presented in Section 5. The paper is concluded by a brief discussion and a glossary of used notations.
2. Preliminaries
If the involved functions are compactly supported then the deconvolution problem can be reduced to ﬁnding an N-
periodic solution of the equation
g(x) = h(x)  f (x) =
N∫
h(x− y) f (y)dy, (2.1)0
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kernel h and the data function g have continuous derivatives. We assume that the data is sampled on the grid {k}. The
samples are corrupted by a random noise e= {ek}. In addition, we assume that only samples from the periodic kernel h on
the grid {k} are known. Thus, we have at our disposal N-periodic arrays z and h such that z= {zk} = {g(k)+ ek}, h {h(k)},
k = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
In the sequel, ω e2π i/N . The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a vector a {ak}N−1k=0 and its inverse (IDFT) are aˆ(n)∑N−1
k=0 ω−nkak, and ak = N−1
∑N−1
n=0 ωnkaˆ(n), respectively. The circular discrete convolution c {ck}N−1k=0 of N-periodic signals
a {ak} and b {bk} is c= a ∗ b⇐⇒ ck =∑N−1l=0 ak−lbl . Then, the DFT of the convolution is cˆ(n) = aˆ(n)bˆ(n).
We propose to ﬁnd approximated solutions to Eq. (2.1) as linear combinations of periodic spline wavelet packets. For this,
we utilized the Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA), which provides a uniﬁed computational scheme for explicit construction of
wavelet packets and a eﬃcient implementation of the algorithm.
2.1. Outline of the matching pursuit (MP) scheme
2.1.1. Conventional MP
The MP algorithm [18] approximates a function in a redundant dictionary of functions (features) by using a greedy
strategy. The features, which best match the signal, are selected one by one from the dictionary that subsequently improves
the approximation.
Let D = {θγ }Pγ=1 be a dictionary with P elements and g be a given signal. We begin with the approximation g0  0
and the remainder z0  g . In the ﬁrst step of MP, the orthogonal projections z0γ = αγ θγ /‖θγ ‖ of the remainder z0 onto the
normalized dictionary elements are calculated where αγ = 〈z0, θγ 〉/‖θγ ‖. Assume that the projection onto the element θγ
is the strongest (that is γ = argmaxγ |αγ |). Denote α1  αγ , θ1  θγ . Deﬁne the ﬁrst approximation as g1 = g0 +μ1θ1 and
the residual as z1 = z0 − μ1θ1, where μ1  α1/‖θ1‖. Then, we iterate the procedure by using z1 instead of z0. It results
in α2, θ2 and μ2  α2/‖θ2‖. The second approximation is g2 = g1 + μ2θ2 and the residual is z2 = z1 − μ2θ2. After S
iterations, we have g = gS + zS =∑S−1s=0 μsθ s + zS .
Loosely speaking, the idea behind the MP is: The successive residuals zs are tested for the presence of a coherent
structure by elements from the dictionary D. If a coherent component, which is close to some dictionary element present
in the residual, then the projection of the residual onto this element is signiﬁcant. Thus, this piece of the coherent structure
is transferred from the residual to the approximation of the function g . If the noised version of the data is available then
the residuals converge to the noise component of the data [12], which is non-coherent with all the dictionary elements.
Otherwise they converge to zero [18].
2.1.2. MP for deconvolution
In our case, the function should be restored from its sampled convolution corrupted by noise (vector z). This prevents the
utilization of the standard MP scheme. However, we construct a pair of dictionaries and propose a modiﬁcation of the MP
algorithm, which enables to accurately approximate the original function f (x) even when convolution blurring and noise
are strong. The algorithm is implemented via the following steps:
• Approximation of the convolution kernel h(x) by a spline χ(x).
• Construction of two dictionaries:
Approximation dictionary DA = {ψr,lk (x)} consisting of one-sample shifts of spline wavelet packets from different res-
olution scales.
Testing dictionary DT = {Θr,lk }, where the discrete signal Θr,lk (i) = θ r,lk (i) and θ r,lk (x) = χ  ψr,lk (x) is the convolution of
the wavelet packet ψr,lk (x) with the spline χ(x).
• Typically, the convolution kernel h(x) is eﬃciently bandlimited. Therefore, spectra of some wavelet packets ψ r,lk (x)
actually do not overlap with the kernel spectrum. In order to avoid instability of the algorithm, we discard such wavelet
packets and corresponding Θ r˜,l˜ from the dictionaries.
• Evaluate the error vector e that is construct a vector e˜, whose characteristics are similar to the characteristics of e.
• Put f 0(x) ≡ 0, z0 = z.
• Find oblique projections of z0 onto the normalized Θr,lk :
z0,r,lk (ρ) = αr,lk (ρ)
Θ
r,l
k
‖θ r,l‖ , α
r,l
k (ρ) =
〈Θr,lk , z0〉
‖θ r,l‖
(
1− |〈θ
r,l, e˜〉|
|〈Θr,lk , z0〉|
)
.
• Let r, l,k = argmaxr,l,k |αr,lk (ρ)|.
• Denote μ1  αr,l/‖θ r,l‖, ψ1(x)ψr,l(x) and Θ1 Θr,l . Then, we put z1 = z0 − μ1Θr,l , f 1(x) = f 0(x) + μ1ψr,l(x).k k k k k
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• The subsequent iterations of the algorithm extract pieces of coherent structure from the data signal z. Thus, the
noise-to-signal ratio tends to one and the oblique projection coeﬃcients tend to zero. When they become less than
a predeﬁned threshold, the iterations are aborted.
• As a result, the function f (x) is approximated by a ﬁnite linear combination of spline wavelet packets.
A uniﬁed scheme for construction of dictionaries, implementation of the algorithm and explicit expression of the solu-
tions is provided by the so-called Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA).
2.2. Outline of SHA
2.2.1. Periodic splines
The centered B-splines of the ﬁrst order on the grid {k} is
B˜1(x)
{
1, x ∈ [−1/2,1/2],
0, otherwize.
The periodization of the spline B1(x)
∑
l∈Z B˜1(x + lN) is called the N-periodic B-spline of the ﬁrst order on the grid {k}.
The Fourier expansion of the B-spline is:
B1(x) = 1
N
∞∑
n=−∞
Cn
(
B1
)
e2π inx/N , Cn
(
B1
)

N∫
0
e−2π inx/N B1(x)dx = sin(πn/N)
πn/N
.
The periodic B-spline of order p is deﬁned via the iterated circular convolution Bp(x)  B1(x)  Bp−1(x). Respectively, its
Fourier coeﬃcients are
Cn
(
Bp
)= (Cn(B1))p ⇐⇒ Bp(x) = 1
N
∞∑
n=−∞
(
sin(πn/N)
πn/N
)p
e2π inx/N .
The B-spline Bp(x) is symmetric about zero and non-negative. Its support (up to periodization) is (−p/2, p/2). The spline
Bp(x) consists of pieces of polynomials of degree p − 1 that are linked to each other at the nodes {(k + p/2)} such that
Bp(x) belongs to the space C p−2.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the splines are of even order. Thus, the nodes coincide with the grid points. The
deﬁnition of Bp(x) implies that
Bp  Bm(x) = Bp+m(x) ∈ C p+m−2. (2.2)
Translations of B-spline Bp(x) form a basis in the space of N-periodic splines of order p, which have nodes on the
grid {k}. We denote this space by pS . A spline Sp(x) ∈ pS and its Fourier coeﬃcients are
Sp(x) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkB
p(x− k), Cn
(
Sp
)= qˆ(n)Cn(Bp)= qˆ(n)
(
sin(πn/N)
πn/N
)p
, (2.3)
qˆ(n)
N−1∑
k=0
ω−knqk, qk = 1N
N−1∑
n=0
ωknqˆ(n), k,n = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1. (2.4)
It follows from (2.2) that the convolution of two periodic splines
Sp1  S
m
2 (x) = Sp+m3 (x) ∈ p+mS ⊂ C p+m−2 (2.5)
is a spline, whose order is equal to the sum of the orders of the convolved splines.
2.2.2. Exponential splines
There exist orthogonal bases in the spaces pS of periodic splines, which resemble the Fourier basis of the space of
periodic functions consisting of complex exponential functions. From now on, when there is no confusion, the indicator of
order p will be omitted. Therefore, the notation S(x) ∈ pS means that it is the N-periodic spline of order p on the grid {k}.
Assume that a spline S(x) ∈ pS is represented as in Eq. (2.3). After substituting (2.4) into (2.3), we get
S(x) =
N−1∑
B(x− k) 1
N
N−1∑
ωnkqˆ(n) = 1
N
N−1∑
ξnβn(x), (2.6)k=0 n=0 n=0
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where the exponential splines β pn (x) are deﬁned as
β
p
n (x)
N∑
k=0
ωnkBp(x− k) =
N−1∑
k=0
ω−nkBp(x+ k) (2.7)
and the coordinates ξn = qˆ(n).
The functions βn(x) are the N-periodic splines from the space pS pS , whose coeﬃcients in the B-spline basis are {ωnk}.
The spline sequence {βn(x)} is N-periodic with respect to n. Thus, the spline βn(x) can be interpreted as a periodic version
of the Zak Transform [15,32] of the B-spline B(x). The non-periodic exponential splines were introduced by Schoenberg [23,
p. 17]. The Fourier coeﬃcients of exponential splines are calculated using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.7):
Cm
(
β
p
n
)= Cm(Bp) N−1∑
k=0
ωk(m−n) = Nδnm(mod N)
(
sin(πm/N)
πm/N
)p
, (2.8)
where δnm is the Kronecker delta. Then, the Fourier series expansion of β
p
n (x) is:
β
p
n (x) = 1N
∞∑
m=−∞
e2π imx/NCm
(
β
p
n
)= ∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i(n/N+m)x
(
sinπ(n/N +m)
π(n/N +m)
)p
= (sin(πn/N))p ∞∑
m=−∞
ω(n+mN)x
(
1
π(n/N +m)
)p
. (2.9)
For further use, we single out the sequence
upn  β pn (0) =
N−1∑
k=0
ω−nkBp(k) = sinp(πn/N)
∞∑
m=−∞
(
1
π(n/N +m)
)p
= sin
p(πn/N)
(π(n/N))p
+ O (n−p), (2.10)
which can be explicitly calculated by applying the DFT to the B-splines samples.
The sequences upn are N-periodic and strictly positive. They are symmetric about N/2 where they attain their minimum.
Their maxima, which are equal to 1, are attained at {kN}∞k=−∞ . We display in Fig. 1 the sequence {upn } of orders 4, 8 and 12.
2.2.3. Properties of exponential splines
We list some properties of exponential splines, which are needed for the construction of the MP dictionaries and for the
algorithm implementation.
Orthogonality: The exponential splines {β pn }N−1n=0 form an orthogonal basis for the space pS .
Proof. Eq. (2.6) implies that the set {β pn }N−1n=0 form a basis for the space pS . It follows from Eq. (2.8) and from the
Parseval identity that the inner product of β pn ∈ pS and βql ∈ qS
〈
β
p
n , β
q
l
〉=
N∫
0
β
p
n (x)β
q
l (x)dx =
1
N
∞∑
m=−∞
Cm
(
β
p
n
)
Cm
(
β
q
n
)
= δnl N
(
sin(πn/N)
)p+q ∞∑ ( 1
π(n/N +m)
)p+q
= δnl Nup+qn , (2.11)m=−∞
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β
p
n , β
p
l
〉= δnl Nu2pn , ∥∥β pn ∥∥2 = Nu2pn .  (2.12)
Shift: The exponential splines are the eigenvectors of the shift operator.
Proof. For all d ∈ Z
βn(x+ d) =
j−r∑
k
ω−nkBr
(
x+ (d + k))= ωnd βn(x).  (2.13)
Convolution: The convolution of two exponential splines is an exponential spline:
β
p
n  β
q
l = Nδlnβ p+qn . (2.14)
Proof. If f (x) and h(x) are N-periodic functions and g(x) = f (x)  h(x) then C(g)(r) = C( f )(r) · C(h)(r). This
property together with Eq. (2.8) imply Eq. (2.14). 
Interpolation: Exponential splines interpolate exponential functions at grid points.
Proof. From Eq. (2.13) we get β pn (k) = ωnkβ pn (0) ⇒ β pn (k)/upn = e2π ink/N . This property highlights the relationship
between exponential functions and exponential splines. 
Orthonormal bases: By normalizing the exponential splines {β pn }, we obtain the orthonormal basis {γ pn } of pS . Eq. (2.12)
implies
γ
p
n (x)
√
1
Nu2pn
β
p
n (x). (2.15)
The following relations exist
γn(x+ d) = ωndγn(x), (2.16)
γ
p
n  γ
q
l =
√
NU p,qn δ
l
nγ
p+q
n , U
p,q
n 
√√√√u2(p+q)n
u2pn u
2q
n
, (2.17)
√
Nu2pn
upn
γ
p
n (k) = e2π ink/N ⇐⇒ γ pn (k) = w
nk
√
N
V pn , V
p
n 
upn√
u2pn
. (2.18)
2.2.4. Representation of periodic splines by exponential spline basis
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.15) imply that the expansion of any spline Sp ∈ pS via the orthonormal exponential spline basis is
Sp(x) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkB
p(x− k) =
√
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
σnγ
p
n (x), σn =
√
u2pn qˆ(n). (2.19)
This expansion imposes a speciﬁc form of harmonic analysis methodology onto the spline space, where the exponential
splines {γ pn (x)}N−1n=0 act as harmonics and the coordinates {σn}, n = 0, . . . ,N − 1, which we refer to as to the SHA-spectrum
of the spline Sp(x), act as the Fourier coeﬃcients. Many operations on splines are signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed. We describe some
of these operations.
Parseval identity: From Eq. (2.15) we get:
∥∥Sp∥∥2 = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
|σn|2. (2.20)
Convolution: Let Sp ∈ pS be represented as in Eq. (2.19) and Sq(x) = N−1/2∑N−1l=0 ηlγ ql (x) ∈ qS . From Eq. (2.17), we have
Sp  Sq(x) =
N−1∑
n,l=0
σnηlγ
p
n  γ
q
l (x) =
√
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
U p,qn σnηnγ
p+q
n (x) ∈ p+qS. (2.21)
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Sp(k) =
√
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
σnγ
p
n (k) = 1N
N−1∑
n=0
σnV
p
n ω
kn = zk ⇐⇒ σn = zˆ(n)
V pn
. (2.22)
Hence, the discrete Parseval identity follows:
N−1∑
k=0
∣∣Sp(k)∣∣2 = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣σnV pn ∣∣2 = 1N
N−1∑
n=0
|σn|2 (u
p
n )
2
u2pn
. (2.23)
Remark 2.1. If a spline Sp(x) ∈ pS is represented as S(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 σnγ pn (x), then its values at the grid points{k}, which are given in Eq. (2.22), are calculated by the inverse DFT. The values at the dyadic {2−rk} or the triadic
{3−rk} rational points are calculated using fast subdivision algorithms [38,39].
Sampled convolution: By combining Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22), we get the grid samples of the convolution of two splines.
Sp  Sq(k) = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ωknQ p,qn σnηn, Q
p,q
n  U p,qn V p+qn = u
p+q
n√
u2pn u
2q
n
. (2.24)
3. Construction of spline wavelet packets
We construct wavelet packets using the SHA technique, which was presented in Section 2. The wavelet packets to be
constructed are symmetric and well localized in both time and frequency domains. Orthogonality relations between groups
of wavelet packets exist. In addition, the SHA technique simpliﬁes the operations on these objects, especially operations
related to convolution. The construction is based on the relations between the basis splines from the spline spaces of
different resolution scales.
3.1. Split of the spline space
3.1.1. Spline spaces of different resolution scales
Denote by pSr,0, r ∈ N, the space of N-periodic splines of even order p on the grid {2rk}. This is N/2r-dimensional
space, where a basis consists of shifts of the grid {2rk} B-splines
Br(x)
1
N
∞∑
n=−∞
(
sin(2rπn/N)
2rπn/N
)p
e2π inx/N . (3.1)
A spline S(x) ∈ pSr,0 can be represented as
S(x) =
N/2r−1∑
k=0
qkBr
(
x− 2rk), Cn(p Sr)= qˆ(n)Cn(Br) = qˆ(n)
(
sin(2rπn/N)
2rπn/N
)p
,
qˆ(n)
N/2r−1∑
k=0
ω−2rknqk, qk = 2
r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
ω2
rknqˆ(n), k,n = 0,1, . . . ,N/2N/2r−1 − 1.
Obviously, pSr,0 ⊂ pSr−1,0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ pS0,0 ≡ pS . Similarly to the space pS , we introduce the orthogonal bases of exponen-
tial splines in the spaces pSr,0:
pβr,0n (x)
N/2r−1∑
k=0
ω2
rnk Br
(
x− 2rk)= 2−r ∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i(n/N+2−rm)x
(
sinπ(2rn/N +m)
π(2rn/N +m)
)p
, (3.2)
purn  pβr,0n (0) = 2−r
∞∑
m=−∞
(
sinπ(2rn/N +m)
π(2rn/N +m)
)p
. (3.3)
A spline S(x) ∈ pSr,0 is represented as
S(x) = 2
r
N
N/2r−1∑
ξn
pβr,0n (x), (3.4)
n=0
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Thus, the orthonormal basis splines in the space pSr,0 are
pγ
r,0
n (x)
√
2r
N2purn
pβr,0n (x), S(x) =
√
2r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
σ r,0n γ
r,0
n (x), σ
r,0
n =
√
2purnqˆ(n). (3.6)
Remark 1. For splines on the initial scale (r = 0) we retain the previous notations: β pn ≡ pβ0,0n , γ pn ≡ pγ 0,0n , upn ≡ pu0n .
3.1.2. Two-scale relations
The spline space pSr,0 is a subspace of pSr−1,0. Therefore, the basic splines {βr,0n (x)} can be expressed via the splines
{βr−1,0l (x)}.
Theorem 3.1. The two-scale relation
βr,0n (x) = ar−1,0n βr−1,0n (x) + ar−1,0n+2−r Nβr−1,0n+2−r N(x) (3.7)
holds for n = 0,1, . . . ,2−r N − 1, where ar−1,0n  1/2cosp(2r−1πn/N).
Proof. By separating between even and odd terms in the Fourier series in Eq. (3.2), we get:
βr,0n (x) =
1
2r
∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i(n/N+2−r+1m)x
(
sin2π(2r−1n/N +m)
2π(2r−1n/N +m)
)p
+ 1
2r
∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i((n+2−r N)/N+2−r+1m)x
(
sin2π(2r−1(n+ 2−rN)/N +m)
2π(2r−1(n + 2−rN)/N +m)
)p
= (cosπ(2
r−1n/N))p
2r
∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i(n/N+2−r+1m)x
(
sinπ(2r−1n/N +m)
π(2r−1n/N +m)
)p
+ (cosπ(2
r−1(n + 2−rN)/N))p
2r
∞∑
m=−∞
e2π i((n+2−r N)/N+2−r+1m)x
(
sinπ(2r−1(n+ 2−rN)/N +m)
π(2r−1(n + 2−rN)/N +m)
)p
.
Comparison between the last equation and Eq. (2.9) leads us to Eq. (3.7). 
Corollary 1. The two-scale relation
γ r,0n (x) = br−1,0n γ r−1,0n (x) + br−1,0n+2−r Nγ r−1,0n+2−r N(x), br−1,0n 
√
2pur−1n
22purn
cosp
(
2r−1πn
N
)
(3.8)
for the normalized exponential splines holds for n = 0,1, . . . ,2−rN − 1.
The norms of the splines γ r,0n and γ
r−1,0
n are equal to one. Hence, we have(
br−1,0n
)2 + (br−1,0n+2−r N)2 = 1, n = 0,1, . . . ,2−rN − 1. (3.9)
Denote by pSr,1 the orthogonal complement to pSr,0 in the space pSr−1,0. We construct an orthonormal basis that charac-
terizes pSr,1. Deﬁne the splines
γ r,1n (x) = br−1,1n γ r−1,0n (x) + br−1,1n+2−r Nγ r−1,0n+2−r N(x),
br−1,1n ω2
r−1nbr−1,0n+2−r N = ω2
r−1n
√
2pur−1n+2−r N
22purn
sinp
(
2r−1πn
N
)
. (3.10)
Proposition 3.1. The set of splines {γ r,1n (x)}2−r N−1 forms an orthonormal basis for pSr,1 .n=0
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r−1−1
n=0 results in the orthogonality of γ
r,1
n (x) to γ
r,0
l (x) ∈ pSr,0 and to
γ r,1l (x) ∈ pSr,1, for all l = n. Due to Eq. (3.9), the squared norms ‖γ r,1n ‖2 = (br,0n+2−r N )2 + (br,0n )2 = 1. It remains to establish
the orthogonality relation between γ r,1n (x) and γ
r,0
n (x). From Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10), we have:〈
γ r,1n γ
r,0
n
〉= br−1,1n br−1,0n + br−1,1n+2−r N br−1,0n+2−r N = ω2r−1n(br−1,0n+2−r Nbr−1,0n − br−1,0n+2−r Nbr−1,0n )= 0.  (3.11)
Proposition 3.2. The splines γ r,ln (x) are the eigenvectors of the shift operator
γ r,ln
(
x+ 2rk)= ω2rnkγ r,ln (x), d = 0, . . . ,2−rN − 1. (3.12)
Proof. At the initial scale, we have from Eq. (2.16) that γ 0,0n (x+ k) = ωknγ 0,0n (x). At the ﬁrst scale for l = 0,1
γ 1,ln (x+ 2k) = b1,ln γ 0,0n (x+ 2k) + b1,ln+N/2γ 0,0n+N/2(x+ 2k) = ω2knγ 1,ln (x).
For r > 1, Eq. (3.12) is derived by induction. 
Note that the union {γ r,0n (x)} ∪ {γ r,1n (x)}, n = 0, . . . ,2−rN − 1, forms an orthonormal basis for the entire space pSr−1,0.
3.1.3. Reﬁned split of the spline space into orthogonal subspaces
The spline space pSr−1,0 is split into the orthogonal sum pSr−1,0 = pSr,0 ⊕ pSr,1. If r > 1, we can apply a similar
procedure to the space pSr−1,1. As a result, we get the decomposition pSr−1,1 = pSr,2 ⊕ pSr,3. In general, the space pSr−1,l
is decomposed into the orthogonal sum pSr−1,l = pSr,2l ⊕ pSr,2l+1 by the following procedure. Assume that the set of
exponential splines {γ r−1,ln (x)}N/2
r−1−1
n forms an orthonormal basis of the space
pSr−1,l . We construct a new orthonormal
basis that consists of two different blocks, which are orthogonal to each other, using the coeﬃcients br−1,0n and br−1,1n
deﬁned in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10).
Deﬁne two sets of orthonormal splines using the coeﬃcients br−1,ln deﬁned in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10):
γ r,2l+mn (x) = br−1,mn γ r−1,ln (x) + br−1,mn+2−r Nγ r−1,ln+2−r N(x), m = 0,1, n = 0, . . . ,2−rN − 1. (3.13)
Denote by pSr,2l and pSr,2l+1 the linear spans of the orthonormal systems {γ r,2ln (x)}2−r N−1n=0 and {γ r,2l+1n (x)}2
−r N−1
n=0 , respec-
tively. Their mutual orthogonality is established similarly to Proposition 3.1. Thus, pSr−1,l = pSr,2l ⊕ pSr,2l+1 and the union
{γ r,2ln (x)} ∪ {γ r,2l+1n (x)}, n = 0, . . . ,2−rN − 1, forms its orthonormal basis.
Consequently, the spline space pS can be decomposed into a series of orthogonal sums
pS = pS1,0 ⊕ pS1,1 = pS2,0 ⊕ pS2,1 ⊕ pS2,2 ⊕ pS2,3 = · · · =
2r−1⊕
l=0
pSr,l. (3.14)
3.1.4. Upgrade of the spline’s coordinates
Assume that S(x) ∈ pSr,2l+m ⊂ pSr−1,l , m = 0,1, is represented by
S(x) =
√
2r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
σ r,2l+mn γ r−1,2l+mn (x). (3.15)
Then, Eq. (3.13) implies that
S(x) =
√
2r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
σ r,2l+mn
(
γ r−1,ln (x)br−1,mn + γ r−1,ln+2−r N(x)br−1,mn+2−r N
)
=
√
2r
N
N/2r−1−1∑
n=0
γ r−1,ln (x) σ r,2l+mn br−1,mn .
Hence, the coordinates of S(x) ∈ pSr,2l+m , m = 0,1, in the parent space pSr−1,l are
σ r−1,ln =
√
2σ r,2l+mn br−1,mn (3.16)
where br−1,mn are deﬁned in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10). Recall that σ r,2l+mn is N/2r-periodic.
Subsequent iteration of the relation (3.16) provides the coordinates {σn(x)}, n = 0, . . . ,N−1, of the spline S(x) ∈ pSr,2l+m
with respect to the orthonormal basis {γn(x)} of the initial space pS , which constitutes the SHA-spectrum of the spline.
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3.2.1. Deﬁnition of spline wavelet packets
The complex-valued basis splines γ r,ln (x) are well localized in the frequency domain but their supports in the time
domain occupy the whole interval [0,N) (up to periodization). We introduce a family of orthonormal bases for the spline
space pS , whose elements are real-valued and localized in the time domain. Denote
ψr,l(x)
√
2r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
γ r,ln (x) ∈ pSr,l. (3.17)
Proposition 3.3. Translations {ψr,l(x− 2rk)}, k = 0, . . . ,N/2r − 1, of the splines ψr,l(x) form an orthonormal basis for pSr,l . The
translations {ψr,l(x− 2rk)}, l = 0, . . . ,2r − 1, k = 0, . . . ,N/2r − 1, form an orthonormal basis for the entire space pS .
Proof. The spline ψr,l(x−2rk) is orthogonal to any spline ψr,l˜(x−2rk˜), for l˜ = l. This is true because they belong to mutually
orthogonal subspaces. The inner product of two splines from the same subspace is
N∫
0
ψr,l
(
x− 2rk)ψr,l(x− 2rk˜)dx= 2r
N
N/2r−1∑
n,n˜=0
ω−2r(kn−k˜n˜)
N∫
0
γ r,ln (x)γ
r,l
n˜ (x)dx
= 2
r
N
N/2r−1∑
n=0
w−2rn(k−k˜) = δk˜k , k = 0, . . . ,N/2r − 1. 
The splines {ψr,0(x)} and {ψr,1(x)} are periodic Battle–Lemarié father and mother wavelets [6,17], respectively. The
splines {ψr,l(x)} with arbitrary l = 0,1, . . . ,2r − 1, are periodic orthonormal wavelet packets.
3.2.2. The SHA spectra of spline wavelet packets
All the spaces pSr,l ⊂ pS , thus, the wavelet packets belong to the initial spline space pS0,0. To operate them, we need
to know the SHA spectra {νr,ln }N−1n=0 of these wavelet packets that are their coordinates in the orthonormal basis {γn(x)},n =
0, . . . ,N − 1, of the space pS .
At the initial scale we have ψ0,0(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 γn(x) ⇒ ν0,0n = 1.
When r > 0, we derive the spectra using Eqs. (3.16), (3.8) and (3.10).
Wavelet packets from the ﬁrst scale: For m = 0,1, pψ1,m(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 ν1,mn γn(x), where
ν1,0n =
√
2b0,0n =
√
2pu0n
2pu1n
cosp
(
πn
N
)
, ν1,1n =
√
2b1,1n = ωn
√
2pu0n+N/2
2pu1n
sinp
(
πn
N
)
.
Wavelet packets from the second scale: For m = 0,1,2,3, pψ1,l(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 ν2,mn γn(x), where
ν2,0n =
√
2b2,0n ν
1,0
n =
√
2pu1n
2pu2n
cosp
(
2πn
N
)
ν1,0n =
√
2pu0n
2pu2n
cosp
(
πn
N
)
cosp
(
2πn
N
)
,
ν2,1n = ω2n
√
2pu0n
2pu1n
2pu1n+N/4
2pu2n
cosp
(
πn
N
)
sinp
(
2πn
N
)
,
ν2,2n = ωn
√
2pu0n+N/2
2pu2n
sinp
(
πn
N
)
cosp
(
2πn
N
)
,
ν2,3n = ω3n
√
2pu0n+N/2
2pu1n
2pu1n+N/4
2pu2n
sinp
(
πn
N
)
sinp
(
2πn
N
)
.
Similarly, the SHA spectra of the wavelet packets from the lower resolution scales are derived.
3.2.3. Structure of the SHA spectra of spline wavelet packets
Since the γ -SHA spectra {σn}N−1n=0 of splines are the DFT of real sequences of the B-splines coeﬃcients, then the sequence
{|σn|}N−1 are symmetric about N/2− 1/2. Therefore, it is suﬃcient to consider the spectra only for n = 0, . . . ,N/2− 1.n=0
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Fig. 3. Right: Wavelet packets of order 10 from the ﬁrst scale resolution. Left: Their SHA spectra.
Fig. 4. Right: Wavelet packets of order 10 from the second scale resolution. Left: Their SHA spectra.
The coeﬃcients of the wavelet packets of the initial scale are all 1. From Eqs. (2.10) and (3.3), the coeﬃcients are
2−1/2ν1,0n =
sinp(πn/N)(2π(n/N))p
sinp(2πn/N)(2π(n/N))p
cosp
(
πn
N
)(
1+ O (n−p)).
Thus, it follows that 2−1/2ν1,0n is close to one when n is small and monotonically decays to zero when n tends to N/4. The
higher is the order p of the splines, the closer the shape of SHA spectrum {2−1/2ν1,0n } is to the rectangle [0,N/4] × [0,1].
We have |ν1,1n | = ν1,0n+N/2. Therefore, the magnitudes of the γ -SHA spectrum {|ν1,0n |} mirror about N/4 − 1/2 the spectrum
{ν1,0n }. In other words, the SHA spectra {2−1/2ν1,0n } and {2−1/2ν1,1n } can be interpreted as the frequency responses of the
half-band low-pass and high-pass digital ﬁlters, respectively. They split the full frequency band [0,N/2− 1] into two halves.
Similarly, the γ -SHA spectra {2−1ν2,0n } and {2−1ν2,1n } of the wavelet packets from the second scale split the frequency
band [0,N/4 − 1] into two halves, whereas {2−1ν2,3n } and {2−1ν2,2n } halve the band [N/4,N/2 − 1]. The spectra of the
wavelet packet coeﬃcients from the level r constitute a 2r-band split of the interval [0,N/2].
As a result from the above construction, we have a versatile library of symmetric waveforms of different shapes, smooth-
ness and spans. They are not compactly supported but are well localized in the time domain. Their SHA spectra are near
rectangular and their supports produce a collection of different splits of the band [−N/2,N/2]. Since we have expansions
of these waveforms in terms of the orthonormal exponential spline bases {γ pn (x)}N−1n=0 , then the operations of convolution,
differentiation, translation, ﬁnding inner products become straightforward. Therefore, it is only natural to use these wave-
forms to handle the deconvolution problem. The practical computational cost of these operations does not depend on the
order of the involved splines. Once the solution is found, it can be explicitly calculated at any point on the real axis.
We display in Figs. 2–5 the wavelet packets and their SHA spectra. Figs. 2 and 3 compare the wavelet packets of the
ﬁrst resolution scale of orders 4 and 10, respectively. These are the Battle–Lemarié wavelets. One can observe that, while
the wavelets of fourth order are better localized in the time domain, the spectra of the tenth order wavelets are near
rectangular. Fig. 4 displays the wavelet packets of order 10 from the second resolution scale and their SHA spectra that split
the frequency domain into four bands. In Fig. 5 we display the division of the frequency domain into eight bands by SHA
spectra of the tenth order wavelet packets from the third resolution scale.
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4. Regularized matching pursuit (RMP) for deconvolution
The goal is to ﬁnd a stable approximate solution f˜ (x) to the N-periodic convolution equation (Eq. (2.1)) while the data
z = {zk}N−1k=0 and h = {h(k)}N−1k=0 are available, z = g + e, g  {g(k)} and e  {ek} is a random independent identically dis-
tributed zero-mean errors array. Assume that h(x) and f (x) are smooth functions that belong to Ct and Cs , respectively. The
Fourier spectrum of the kernel h is localized in the low-frequency area, thus, the convolution with this kernel implements
low-pass ﬁltering.
4.1. The dictionaries for RMP
We immerse the deconvolution problem into spline setting. We represent the splines via the orthonormal bases {γn(x)}.
We approximate the kernel h(x) ∈ Ct by the q > t+1 order spline χ(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 ηnγ qn (x) ∈ qS ⊂ Ct , which interpolates
the sampled kernel h at grid points {k}. For a successive approximation of f ∈ Cs , we use the spline wavelet packets of order
p > s + 1: ψr,l(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 νr,ln γ pn (x) ∈ pS , r = 0, . . . ,M , l = 0, . . . ,2m − 1, which belong to the same space Cs . Since
the available data z is the sampled convolution of f with the kernel h, which was corrupted by noise, it is tested by
the sampled convolution splines θ r,l(x) χ  ψr,l(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 τ r,ln γ p+qn (x) ∈ p+qS of order p + q. The coeﬃcients are
τ r,ln = U p,qn ηnνr,ln , where U p,qn is deﬁned in Eq. (2.18).
Unlike the conventional MP, we use two different dictionaries DA and DT for approximation of the solution and for
testing the reminders, respectively. The dictionary DA is formed from one-sample translations of the spline wavelet packets
ψr,l(x) ∈ pSr,l , while the testing dictionary DT from one-sample translations of the splines θ r,l(x) ∈ pSr,l , which are sampled
on the grid. Denote the N-periodic sequences by Θr,lk  {Θr,lk (i) = θ r,l(i + k)}, i = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
Thus, the spline wavelet packets constitute the dictionaries
DA =
{
ψ
r,l
k (x)
}N−1
k=0 , ψ
r,l
k (x) = ψr,l(x+ k) =
√
1
N
j∑
n
νr,ln ω
knγn(x), (4.1)
DT =
{
Θ
r,l
k
}N−1
k=0 , Θ
r,l
k (i) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ω(k+i)nQ p,qn νr,ln ηn, k = 0, . . . ,N − 1. (4.2)
The sequence Q p,qn is deﬁned in Eq. (2.24).
4.2. Outline of the algorithm
In typical practical applications, the convolution kernel h(x) is eﬃciently bandlimited. In other words, its signiﬁcant
Fourier coeﬃcients Cn(h) occupy a relatively narrow band around zero, −K < n < K , where K < N/2. Thus, the SHA spec-
trum of the interpolatory spline χ(x) is eﬃciently bandlimited as well. SHA spectra of the wavelet packets ψr,l(x) occupy
different subintervals of −N/2 < n < N/2. Some of these subintervals have a small (if any) overlap with the support of
SHA spectrum of χ(x). If ψ r˜,l˜(x) is one of such wavelet packets then the squared norm of the corresponding convolution
spline ‖θ r˜,l˜‖2 = N−1∑N−1n=0 |Ur˜,l˜n ηnν r˜,l˜n |2 is close (or equal) to zero. In order to avoid instability of the algorithm, discard
corresponding Θ r˜,l˜ from the dictionary.
Let z0 = z = g+ e, f 0(x) = 0. We will test the remainders by the discrete signals Θr,lk . Assume the test signal μΘr,lk ﬁts
best z0. Then, we put z1 = z0 − μΘr,lk , f 1(x) = f 0(x) + μψr,lk (x). Then, the procedure is iterated.
4.2.1. Oblique projection
In the conventional MP scheme, the search for the best ﬁtting dictionary element is implemented via orthogonal pro-
jection of the reminder onto the normalized dictionary elements. In our case, this approach should be modiﬁed in order to
avoid instability of the solution. Recall that for all k = 0, . . . ,N − 1, ‖Θr,l‖ =
√∑N−1
(θ r,l(i + k))2 = ‖θ r,l‖.k i=0
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z0,r,lk = αr,lk
Θ
r,l
k
‖θ r,l‖ = μ
r,l
k Θ
r,l
k , μ
r,l
k 
αr,lk
‖θ r,l‖ =
〈Θr,lk , z0〉
‖θ r,l‖2 =
〈Θr,lk ,g〉
‖θ r,l‖2 +
〈Θr,lk ,e〉
‖θ r,l‖2 . (4.3)
The corresponding element from the approximation dictionary is μr,lk ψ
r,l
k (x).
A deﬁcient spectral overlap of the wavelet packet ψr,l(x) with χ(x) results in a small norm ‖θ r,l‖ for the testing
elements. Consequently, because of the presence of the term 〈Θr,lk ,e〉/‖θ r,l‖2 in Eq. (4.3), the coeﬃcients μr,lk for the ap-
proximation elements ψr,lk (x) (whose norm is equal to one) can be large. This is a reason for the solution’s instability. To
handle it, we replace the orthogonal projection of the reminders onto the dictionary elements by an oblique projection. To
be speciﬁc, instead of μr,lk = 〈Θr,lk , z0〉/‖Θr,lk ‖2, we ﬁnd μr,lk (ρ) which minimizes the function
J r,lk,ρ
(
μ, z0
)= ρμ2 + Dr,lk (μ, z0),
Dr,lk
(
μ, z0
)

N−1∑
i=0
(
μΘr,lk (i) − μr,lk Θr,lk (i)
)2 = (μ − μr,lk )2
N−1∑
i=0
(
Θ
r,l
k (i)
)2 = (μ − μr,lk )2∥∥θ r,l∥∥2l2 ,
where ρ is a numerical parameter. Hence,
μr,lk (ρ) =
μr,lk ‖θ r,l‖2l2
ρ + ‖θ r,l‖2
l2
= 〈Θ
r,l
k , z
0〉
ρ + ‖θ r,l‖2
l2
. (4.4)
Denote
dr,lk (ρ) D
r,l
k
(
μr,lk (ρ), z
0)= ( Zr,lk ρ
ρ + ‖θ r,l‖2
l2
)2
, where Zr,lk 
|〈Θr,lk , z0〉|
‖θ r,l‖l2
(4.5)
is the norm of the orthogonal projection of z0 onto Θr,lk /‖Θr,lk ‖ = Θr,lk /‖θ r,l‖. The function μr,lk (ρ) decays monotonically
from μr,lk (0) = μr,lk to μr,lk (∞) = 0. Once the value of the parameter ρ is properly selected, μr,lk (ρ) is used as the coeﬃcient
for the solution approximation element ψr,l(x). For this approximation to be stable, this coeﬃcient should not be too large
even when this is the case for μr,lk = 〈Θr,lk , z0〉/‖θ r,l‖2. This is achieved by increasing ρ . On the other hand, the function
dr,lk (ρ), which is the squared norm of deviation of the oblique μ
r,l
k (ρ)Θ
r,l
k from the orthogonal projection μ
r,l
k Θ
r,l
k of z
0 onto
the testing element Θr,lk , grows monotonically from d
r,l
k (0) = 0 to dr,lk (∞) = (Zr,lk )2. It does not make sense for the oblique
projection to approach the orthogonal one closer than the noise level. Therefore, we can increase ρ (thus reducing μr,lk (ρ))
until
dr,lk (ρ) =
(
Zr,lk ρ
ρ + ‖θ r,l‖2
l2
)2
= (Er,l)2, where Er,l  |〈Θr,lk ,e〉|‖θ r,l‖l2 =
|〈θ r,l,e〉|
‖θ r,l‖l2
(4.6)
is the norm of the orthogonal projection of the error vector e onto Θr,lk /‖θ r,l‖. The terms Er,l in Eq. (4.6) do not depend on
the shift parameter k because the characteristics of the noise vector e are shift invariant. Eq. (4.6) is used for the selection
of the parameter ρ , provided we are able to evaluate Er,l . Thus,
ρr,lk =
Er,l‖θ r,l‖2
(Zr,l − Er,l) , μ
r,l
k (ρ) = μr,lk
(
1− E
r,l
Z r,l
)
= 〈Θ
r,l
k , z
0〉
‖θ r,l‖2
(
1− |〈θ
r,l,e〉|
|〈Θr,lk , z0〉|
)
. (4.7)
The oblique projection of z0 onto the normalized Θr,lk is
z0,r,lk (ρ) = αr,lk (ρ)
Θ
r,l
k
‖θ r,l‖ , α
r,l
k (ρ) =
∥∥θ r,l∥∥μr,lk (ρ) = 〈Θ
r,l
k , z
0〉
‖θ r,l‖
(
1− |〈θ
r,l,e〉|
|〈Θr,lk , z0〉|
)
. (4.8)
4.2.2. Pursuit
In order to ﬁnd the dictionary element Θr,lk , which ﬁts best the signal z
0, we compare the magnitudes of the oblique
projection coeﬃcients αr,lk (ρ). Let r, l,k = argmaxr,l,k |αr,lk (ρ)|. Denote μ1  μr,lk (ρ), ψ1(x)  ψr,lk (x) and Θ1  Θr,lk . Then,
we put z1 = z0 − μ1Θr,lk , f 1(x) = f 0(x) + μ1ψr,lk (x). Then, the procedure is iterated using z1 instead of z0.
It is seen from Eq. (4.8) that the oblique projection coeﬃcients αr,lk (ρ) depend on shares of the coherent structure and
of noise in the projection of the remainder onto the normalized testing signal Θr,lk . The bigger the noise share, the smaller
is the coeﬃcients. Subsequent pursuit steps extract pieces of coherent structure from the signal z. Therefore, the noise share
in the reminder increases and the oblique projection coeﬃcients tend to zero. It is natural to stop the pursuit when the
coeﬃcients become suﬃciently small.
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The SHA provides eﬃcient tools for fast implementation of the RMP algorithm. Once we have to restore a signal or a
set of signals, which are blurred by similar kernels and corrupted by white noise with the similar characteristics, some
preliminary operations should be conducted.
4.3.1. Preprocessing
Dictionaries: We choose order q  t + 1 of the spline χ(x), which interpolates the kernel h(x) ∈ Ct and calculate its SHA
coordinates
χ(x) = N−1/2
N−1∑
n=0
ηnγ
q
n (x) ∈ qS ⊂ Ct, ηn = hˆ(n)
V qn
,
where the sequence V qn was deﬁned in Eq. (2.17).
Basing on a prior information on the smoothness of the solution f (x) ∈ Cs , we choose the depth M and the
order p  s + 1 of the spline wavelet packets, which are used for the solution approximation, and calculate their
SHA spectra using Eqs. (3.16), (3.8) and (3.10):
ψr,l(x) =
√
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
νr,ln γ
p
n (x) ∈ pS ⊂ Cs, r = 0, . . . ,M, l = 0, . . . ,2m − 1.
Then, the elements ψr,lk (x) of the approximation dictionary DA are given by Eq. (4.1).
From the coordinates ηn and ν
r,l
n , we derive the elements
Θ
r,l
k =
{
Θ
r,l
k (i) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ω(k+i)nQ p,qn νr,ln ηn
}N−1
i=0
, k = 0, . . . ,N − 1,
of the testing dictionary DT . The sequence Q
p,q
n was deﬁned in Eq. (2.24). For all k = 0, . . . ,N − 1, the norms are
∥∥Θr,lk ∥∥= ∥∥θ r,l∥∥=
√√√√N−1∑
i=0
θ r,l(i)2 =
√√√√N−1∑
n=0
∣∣Q p,qn νr,ln ηn∣∣2.
Some of the norms ‖θ r,l‖ are very close (or equal) to zero. We discard the corresponding elements Θr,lk and ψr,lk (x)
from the dictionaries. Denote the reduced approximation and testing dictionaries by D˜A and D˜T , respectively.
Modeling the noise: We assume that the error vector e is a zero mean Gaussian white noise. Typically, the convolu-
tion kernel h(x) is eﬃciently bandlimited, that is its signiﬁcant Fourier coeﬃcients Cn(h) occupy a relatively
narrow band around zero, −K < n < K , where K < N/2. Hence, the FFT coeﬃcients of the data vector z
{zˆ(n)}n∈[K ,N/2−1]∪[−N/2,−K ] ≈ {eˆ(n)}n∈[K ,N/2−1]∪[−N/2,−K ] . Relying on the fact that the power spectrum, {|eˆ(n)|2}
of the white noise e is close to a constant for all n = −N/2, . . . ,N/2− 1, we evaluate the variance
σ 2 ≈ 1
(N − K )2
∑
n∈[K ,N/2−1]∪[−N/2,−K ]
∣∣zˆ(n)∣∣2. (4.9)
We model the noise vector as a zero mean Gaussian random process e˜= {e˜i}N−1i=0 , whose variance is σ 2.
Let {ˆ˜e(n)}N−1n=0 be the FFT spectrum of the model vector e˜. Then, we estimate the values |〈θ r,l,e〉|, which are
needed for the oblique projections (4.8), as
∣∣〈θ r,l,e〉∣∣≈ er,l  ∣∣〈θ r,l, e˜〉∣∣= 1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=0
Q p,qn ν
r,l
n ηn
ˆ˜e(n)
∣∣∣∣∣. (4.10)
Remark 4.1. To make the estimation in Eq. (4.10) robust, it is advisable to calculate 〈θ r,l, e˜〉 several times using
different realizations of the random process e˜ and to average the results.
Initialization of the algorithm: We approximate the solution f (x) of Eq. (2.1) by a sequence of splines f j(x) =
N−1/2
∑N−1 σ jn γn(x) ∈ pS , which are combinations of the wavelet packets from the reduced dictionary D˜A .n=0
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2. Calculate the inner products
T r,lk
(
z0
)

〈
Θ
r,l
k , z
0〉= 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ωknQ p,qn ν
r,l
n ηn zˆ
0(n).
3. Calculate the oblique projection coeﬃcients
αr,lk
(
z0
)

T r,lk (z
0)
‖θ r,l‖
(
1− e
r,l
|T r,lk (z0)|
)
,
where er,l is deﬁned in Eq. (4.10).
4. Set a small threshold Rs for the stopping rule, for example, max |αr,lk (z0)|/100.
5. j = 0.
4.3.2. Pursuit
1. Find r, l,k = argmaxr,l,k |αr,lk (z j)|.
2. If |αr,lk | > Rs:
• Denote μ j+1  αr,lk /‖θ r,l‖.
• Put σ j+1n = σ jn + μ j+1νr,ln ωkn , n = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
• Put zˆ j+1(n) = zˆ j(n) − μ j+1Q p,qn ηnνr,ln ωkn , n = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
• Calculate the inner products
T r,lk
(
z j+1
)= 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ωknQ p,qn ν
r,l
n ηn zˆ
j+1(n).
• Calculate the oblique projection coeﬃcients
αr,lk
(
z j+1
)= T r,lk (z j+1)‖θ r,l‖
(
1− e
r,l
|T r,lk (z j+1)|
)
.
• j = j + 1, go to 1.
3. Otherwise: the solution f (x) ≈ f j(x) = N−1/2∑N−1n=0 σ jn γn(x).
Remark 4.2. The described algorithm can be utilized for restoration of signals, which are corrupted by noise (no blurring).
For this, the testing dictionary DT deﬁned in Eq. (4.3) should be replaced by
DT =
{
ψ
r,l
k
}N−1
k=0 , ψ
r,l
k (i) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
ω(k+i)nνr,ln , k = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
5. Experimental results
We conducted a series of experiments to test the deconvolution algorithm that was applied to blurred natural signals,
which were affected by a Gaussian white noise. We managed to successfully approximate the original signals even when
blurring and noise were strong. As a source for the test signals we used the benchmark images such as Barbara, Lena, Boats
and ﬁngerprint, where each column was processed separately. Once the stopping threshold Rs was deﬁned (it was the same
for all the experiments), the number of iterations for each signal (column) was determined automatically. Typically, separate
processing 512 columns of length 512 required 1 to 1.5 minutes in Matlab environment depending on the strength of the
blurring. Strong blurring means that the effective bandwidth of the kernel’s spectrum (the passband of the ﬁlter) is narrow.
Thus, the reduced dictionaries D˜A and D˜T contain relatively small number of waveforms. In this case, processing is faster
compared to the case when blurring is weak. We compared the results of application of the MP algorithm with the results
derived from application of the conventional Tikhonov regularization (TRA) and Wiener (WA) deconvolution algorithms
(Matlab functions deconvreg and deconvwnr, respectively). We evaluate the quality of images restoration visually and
by the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) in decibels
PSNR 10 log10
(
NM2∑N
k=1(xk − x˜k)2
)
dB.
Here, {xk}Nk=1 are the samples of the original image and M =maxk |xk|, while {x˜k}Nk=1 are the samples of the restored image.
In addition, we observe restoration of separate columns.
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Fig. 7. Bmbsn example. Left: The convolving kernel (STD = 3). Right: Its Fourier spectrum.
Bmbsn example – Barbara with moderate blurring and strong noise: In this experiment, columns of the Barbara image
(Fig. 6) were blurred using Gaussian kernel whose STD σk = 3 and corrupted by Gaussian white noise whose
STD was σn = 20. We display in Fig. 7 the blurring kernel and its Fourier spectrum, which is effectively conﬁned
within the band [−100,100].
Fig. 8 displays the image whose columns are blurred and corrupted by noise and its restoration by different
deconvolution methods. The PSNR values are given in Table 1. The top ﬁgure in Fig. 9 depicts the numbers I(k)
of the pursuit iterations for each of the 512 columns. These numbers vary from 100 to 170. This means that the
k-th column is represented by I(k) waveforms. The bottom ﬁgure illustrates a typical behavior of the projection
coeﬃcients αr,lk with respect to the iterations. We see that after 70 iterations, the coeﬃcients actually become to
zero. It is a good reason to stop the pursuit. Figs. 10 and 11 display restoration of column 30 and column 450,
respectively.
Observations:
1. The highest PSNR is produced by the MP restoration of columns. It exceeds the WA PSNR by 0.76 dB.
2. Visually, the best restoration of the image texture is achieved by the MP restoration of columns.
3. Comparing restoration of column 30 and of column 450 by different algorithms, we observe that MP provides
almost perfect restoration of the curves while WA and, especially, TRA miss some events.
Lsbmn example – Lena with strong blurring and moderate noise: In this experiment, columns of the Lena image (Fig. 12)
were blurred using Gaussian kernel whose STD was σk = 4 and corrupted by Gaussian white noise whose STD was
σn = 4.
Fig. 13 displays the image whose columns are blurred and corrupted by noise and its restoration by different
deconvolution methods.
The PSNR values are given in Table 2.
Figs. 14 and 15 display the restoration of column 344 and column 130, respectively.
114 A.Z. Averbuch et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 31 (2011) 98–124Fig. 8. Bmbsn example. Top left: blurred noised image. Top right: image restored by MP. Bottom left: image restored by TRA. Top right: image restored by
WA. The spline wavelet packets of fourth order from scales 2 to 6 were used.
Table 1
Bmbsn example. PSNR values.
Input image MP rest. TRA rest. WA rest.
24.86 26.42 25.33 25.67
Fig. 9. Bmbsn example. Top: Numbers of the pursuit iterations for each of the 512 columns. X – indices of columns, Y – numbers of iterations. Bottom:
Behavior of the projection coeﬃcients αr,lk . X – number of iterations, Y – α
r,l
k .
A.Z. Averbuch et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 31 (2011) 98–124 115Fig. 10. Bmbsn example. Top left: blurred noised column 30. Top right: column 30 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 30 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 30 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
Fig. 11. Bmbsn example. Top left: blurred noised column 450. Top right: column 450 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 450 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 450 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
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Fig. 13. Lsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised image. Top right: image restored by MP. Bottom left: image restored by TRA. Top right: image restored by
WA. The spline wavelet packets of fourth order from scales 2 to 6 were used.
Table 2
Lsbmn example. PSNR values.
Input image MP rest. TRA rest. WA rest.
28.07 30.44 29.80 29.46
A.Z. Averbuch et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 31 (2011) 98–124 117Fig. 14. Lsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 344. Top right: column 30 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 344 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 344 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
Fig. 15. Lsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 130. Top right: column 130 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 130 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 130 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
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1. The highest PSNR is produced by the MP restoration of columns. It exceeds the TRA PSNR by 0.64 dB.
2. Visually, the best restoration of the image texture is achieved by the MP restoration of columns. The image
restored by MP looks smoother compared to other images while practically all details are restored in spite of
strong blurring of the input image.
3. Comparing restoration of column 344 and of column 130 by different algorithms, we observe that MP pro-
vides restoration of the curves very close to the original while WA produces oscillating artifacts and TRA is
oversmoothed and misses some ﬁne events.
Fmbmn example – Fingerprint with moderate blurring and moderate noise: In this experiment, the columns of the Fin-
gerpint image (Fig. 16) were blurred using Gaussian kernel whose STD was σk = 3 and corrupted by Gaussian
white noise whose STD was σn = 3. The image consists of ﬁne texture, most of which is lost in the input image.
Fig. 17 displays the image whose columns are blurred and corrupted by noise and its restoration by different de-
convolutionmethods. The PSNR values are given in Table 3. Figs. 18 and 19 display restoration of column 200 and
column 110, respectively by different deconvolution methods.
Observations:
1. The highest PSNR is produced by the MP restoration of columns. It exceeds the WA PSNR by 0.63 dB but,
visually, the MP and WA restored images are hardly distinguishable.
2. Practically all details are restored in spite of strong blurring of the input image.
3. Comparing restoration of column 200 and of column 110 by different algorithms, we observe that MP provides
restoration of the curves very close to the original while WA misses some events and, the more so, TRA.
Btsbmn example – Boats with strong blurring and moderate noise: In this experiment, the columns of the Boats image
(Fig. 20) were blurred using Gaussian kernel whose STD was σk = 5 and corrupted by Gaussian white noise whose
STD was σn = 5. Fig. 21 displays the image whose columns are blurred and corrupted by noise and its restoration
by different deconvolution methods. The PSNR values are given in Table 4.
Figs. 22, 23 and 24 display restoration of column 200 and column 110, respectively by different deconvolution
methods.
Observations and discussion:
• The highest PSNR is produced by the MP restoration of columns. Although it exceeds the WA PSNR by only
0.09 dB, visually, the MP restored image looks smoother compared to WA.
• The TRA image has a few vertical streaks. One streak was produced by column 383, which is displayed in Fig. 23.
We observe strong oscillating artifacts on the TRA-restored curve, which is not the case for curves restored by
WA and MP.
• On the contrary, column 170 restored by WA (Fig. 22), unlike TRA and MP, exhibits oscillating artifacts, while
the TRA-restored curve is slightly oversmoothed.
• The TRA-restored column 452 (Fig. 24) is strongly oversmoothed to the extent that most of the ﬁne events
remain unresolved.
• In all cases, almost all the details were restored by MP in spite of the presence strong blurring in the input
image, while practically no artifacts were produced.
• A reason of such lapses in the TRA restoration is that the regularization parameter λ is automatically deter-
mined (separately for each column) based on the global evaluation of the noise power at the column. Once the
parameter λ, which provides a tradeoff between the approximation of the input data, is selected, the solution is
global. However, when the structure of the curve is highly variable and the curve is subjected to strong blurring
and is affected by strong noise, it is very probable that the choice of the parameter will be far from optimal.
If λ is too small (λ = 0.004 for column 383) then the solution becomes unstable. On the other hand, too big
λ (λ = 35.72 for column 452) results in oversmoothing. For comparison, the λ for column 170, where the TRA
restoration is satisfactory, is 4.83.
• To some extent, the above remarks are true also for the WA restoration.
• Unlike TRA and WA, the MP builds the solution as a combination of waveforms, which are well localized in space
and frequency. The regularization is implemented separately for each waveform. Thus, the adaptation abilities of
the MP algorithm are higher compared to global algorithms.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents an eﬃcient algorithm to restore signals from strongly noised blurred discrete data. The computa-
tional engine, which enables the construction of versatile libraries of spline wavelet packets dictionaries for matching pursuit
(MP) and eﬃcient implementation of the algorithm, is the Spline Harmonic Analysis (SHA). SHA imposes an harmonic
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Fig. 17. Fmbmn example. Top left: blurred noised image. Top right: image restored by MP. Bottom left: image restored by TRA. Top right: image restored
by WA. The spline wavelet packets of fourth order from scales 2 to 6 were used.
Table 3
Fmbmn example. PSNR values.
Input image MP rest. TRA rest. WA rest.
26.31 29.15 28.18 28.52
120 A.Z. Averbuch et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 31 (2011) 98–124Fig. 18. Fmbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 200. Top right: column 200 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 200 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 200 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
Fig. 19. Fmbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 110. Top right: column 110 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 110 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 110 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
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Fig. 21. Btsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised image. Top right: image restored by MP. Bottom left: image restored by TRA. Top right: image restored
by WA. The spline wavelet packets of fourth order from scales 2 to 6 were used.
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Btsbmn example. PSNR values.
Input image MP rest. TRA rest. WA rest.
24.56 26.98 26.23 26.89
Fig. 22. Btsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 170. Top right: column 170 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 170 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 170 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
analysis methodology onto the spline spaces. The operations of convolution and ﬁnding the projection coeﬃcients become
straightforward. The usage of splines enables to map the discrete noised data into the spaces of continuous functions, which
approximate the sought-after solution in the necessary smoothed class. The main distinctions from the conventional MP
are:
1. Different dictionaries are used for testing the data and to approximate the solution.
2. Oblique projection of the data onto the dictionary elements instead of the conventional orthogonal projections are used.
This produces a regularizing effect. An eﬃcient automatic stopping rule is devised.
The conducted experiments conﬁrmed eﬃciency of the algorithm. The algorithm was able to extract the coherent structure
of signals, which were subjected to the presence of the strong blurring and immersed into deep noise. It provides sparse
representations of solutions. Comparison with the conventional Tikhonov and Wiener deconvolution algorithm demonstrated
the advantages of the presented algorithm.
However, direct extension of the algorithm to image processing appears computationally expensive. A somewhat related
fast algorithm for image processing, which is based on 2D spline wavelet packets, was developed in [5]. In addition, we plan
to combine the MP with the dissipation edge enhancement method [3] and time stepping image enhancement [4].
A.Z. Averbuch et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 31 (2011) 98–124 123Fig. 23. Btsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 383. Top right: column 383 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 383 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 383 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
Fig. 24. Btsbmn example. Top left: blurred noised column 452. Top right: column 452 restored by MP. Bottom left: column 452 restored by TRA. Top right:
column 452 restored by WA. The thin line in all the ﬁgures depicts the original signal.
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Glossary
Bp(x): the centered N-periodic B-spline of order p on the grid {k}.
pS: the space of N-periodic splines of order p on the grid {k}.
β
p
n (x): the exponential splines of order p on the grid {k}, (2.7).
γ
p
n (x): the normalized exponential splines of order p on the grid {k}, (2.15).
upn : u
p
n  β pn (0) =
∑N−1
k=0 ω−nk Bp(k), (2.10).
U p,qn : U
p,q
n 
√
u2(p+q)n /u
2p
n u
2q
n , (2.17).
V pn : V
p
n  upn /
√
u2pn , (2.18).
Q p,qn : Q
p,q
n  U p,qn V p+qn = up+qn /
√
u2pn u
2q
n , (2.24).
pβ
r,0
n (x): the exponential splines of order p on the grid {2rk}, (3.2).
purn:
purn  pβr,0n (0), (3.5).
pγ r,0n (x): the normalized exponential splines of order p on the grid {2rk}, (3.6).
br−1,0n and br−1,1n : ﬁlters for two-scale equations, (3.8) and (3.10).
pSr,l : orthogonal subspaces of space pS (Section 3.13).
pγ r,l(x) ∈ pSr,l : orthonormal basis splines.
ψr,l(x) ∈ pSr,l : wavelet packets (3.17).
